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The Bravo & Tessa

More reasons to love Giro’s most popular gloves
The Bravo™ and Tessa™ are Giro’s most popular gloves, and we’ve updated the design to
make them even better—without changing any of the things you already love. These gloves
continue to feature optimized gel padding and Giro’s exceptional Super Fit™ ergonomic
design, which reduces bunching and discomfort while enhancing grip, bar feel and the
effectiveness of the padding.

Bravo Gel

Bravo Gel LF

2018 Giro Cycling Gloves

The updated design features a more technical construction
that improves comfort, reduces weight and holds less
moisture. The Velcro closure is now larger, so it is easier to
open and close, while remaining low-profile. We redesigned
the cuff to eliminate the binding material, making it more
streamlined against your wrist to improve comfort. The
short-finger glove options also feature reflective finger pulls to
increase visibility and make the gloves easy to remove.

Tessa Gel

Tessa Gel LF

The Bravo and Tessa collections offer both short-finger (Bravo
Gel, Tessa Gel) and long-finger (Bravo Gel LF, Tessa Gel LF)
options for riders who prefer the feel of a more traditional
padded glove, with comfort and performance that rival gloves
costing twice as much.
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UPPER:
Supple, vented Pittards® leather
Low-profile Velcro® closure
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
Pittards® vented leather
Double-stitched seams
increase durability
Sonic-welded pull tab
Touchscreen Technology™
PADDING:

LX LF

3mm Technogel® padding

Ride in the grip of luxury

The LX™LF extends the craftsmanship, style and unmatched feel of premium
leather road gloves to a new standard of fit and feel. Woven wool flex panels,
Technogel® padding, reflective details and supple leathers combine to create a
truly modern classic that’s built for comfort. The redesigned and simplified upper
improves comfort with a clean, classic look. Integrated Touchscreen Technology™
means you can stay in touch without removing your gloves.

Black

SIZING:
S - XXL

White
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UPPER:
Supple, vented Pittards® leather
Updated design with
increased durability
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
Pittards® vented leather
Double-stitched seams
increase durability
Sonic-welded pull tab

LX

PADDING:
3mm Technogel® padding

Modern performance meets classic style

The LX™combines the craftsmanship, styling and luxurious feel from road gloves
of the past with contemporary performance features like Super Fit™ engineering,
Technogel® padding, and reflective details. The redesigned and simplified upper
improves comfort with a clean, classic look. The result is a pair of gloves that
deliver comfortable, reliable grip and protection, mile after mile.

Black

White

SIZING:
S - XXL

Tan
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way stretch,
breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Fingertip puller pockets
Low-profile Velcro® closure
Reflective highlights
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
Double-stitched seams
increase durability
Pittards® vented leather

Monaco II Gel

PADDING:
3mm Technogel® padding

Exceptional fit and cushioning
with refined style

SIZING:

The Monaco™II Gel is loaded with great features. Designed for high-performance
and high-mileage riders, the Monaco’s 3-piece Pittards® vented leather palm and
breathable construction is combined with Technogel® padding for exceptional
pressure distribution, ventilation, and fit. Double-stitched seams provide increased
durability for season of hard use and frequent washings.

Black

White

Blue Jewel

Bright Red

Frost / Charcoal / Vermillion

Highlight Yellow

S - XXL
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way stretch,
breathable mesh
Fingertip puller pockets
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
PADDING:
2mm Technogel® /
4mm Rebound foam padding

Strade Dure SG
Tame the roughest road

SIZING:

The Strade Dure™Supergel was designed for exceptional cushioning thanks to
Dual Layer Technogel® with Rebound Foam padding. Our Super Fit™ergonomic
design and high-quality construction enhance the fit and feel, while eliminating the
bulky feel of other ultra plush gloves. And with the durability of AX Suede™palms,
you can keep going when the road ends.

Black

White / Black

S - XXL

Black / Highlight Yellow

Black / Bright Red
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way stretch,
breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
Reflective highlights
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
Touchscreen Technology™

Strade
Dure SG LF

Long finger protection for rough roads

PADDING:
2mm Technogel® /
4mm Rebound foam padding
SIZING:
S - XXL

The Strade Dure™Supergel LF is the long finger version of our classic Strade
Dure™Supergel. This glove was designed for exceptional cushioning thanks to
Dual Layer Technogel® with Rebound Foam padding. Our Super Fit™ergonomic
design and high-quality construction enhance the fit and feel, while eliminating
the bulky feel of other ultra plush gloves. And with the durability of AX Suede™
palms, you can keep going when the road ends.

Black

Black / Highlight Yellow
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UPPER:
Lightweight, slip-on design
Gradient™Stretch Woven backhand
for improved moisture-wicking,
durability, stretch and breathability
Fingertip puller pockets
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
Cool Skin™palm
Microfiber heel patch
SIZING:

Zero CS

S - XXL

Maximum bar feel with lightweight comfort

The Zero™CS is the latest version of our pro-level glove for riders who want the
ultimate in ventilation, control, bar feel and durability. The supple, micro-vented
Cool Skin™palm is matched with a Gradient™Stretch Woven upper that offers
compression and an exceptional fit, so that the glove practically disappears when
you put it on. With materials that can handle being thrown in the washer after a
big ride, these gloves will always be ready for your best day.

Black

White

Black / Highlight Yellow

Dazzle Black Reflective

Blue Jewel
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UPPER:
Clean, simplified design
Moisture-wicking four-way stretch,
breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Updated low-profile Velcro® closure
Unbound cuff edge
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
Touchscreen Technology™

Bravo Gel LF

NEW

Fully featured to go the extra mile

The Bravo™Gel LF is a gel-padded, comfortable glove that delivers Giro’s
Super Fit™ergonomic design and high-quality construction at an affordable
price. The updated design is clean and simplified, while featuring more technical
construction and a larger Velcro® closure that’s easier to open and close.
We also redesigned the cuff to eliminate the binding material, making it more
streamlined against your wrist to improve comfort. It’s a great choice for riders
who want a light, versatile full-finger glove with the feel of traditional padding.

Black

PADDING:
Optimized gel padding
SIZING:
S - XXL

Highlight Yellow
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way stretch,
breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Updated low-profile Velcro® closure
Reflective finger pulls
Unbound cuff edge
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
PADDING:

Bravo Gel

NEW

Your favorite glove just got better

The Bravo™Gel is Giro’s most popular glove, and now there’s reason to love
it even more. This versatile glove features optimized gel padding that delivers
Giro’s exceptional Super Fit™ergonomic design and high-quality construction
at an affordable price. The updated design features reflective finger pulls, more
technical construction for improved comfort and a larger Velcro® closure for easier
use. We also redesigned the cuff to eliminate the binding material, making it
more streamlined against your wrist to improve comfort. It’s the perfect choice for
riders who prefer the feel of a more traditional padded glove, with comfort and
performance that rival gloves costing twice as much.

Black

White / Black

Bright Red

Highlight Yellow

Optimized gel padding
SIZING:
S - XXXL (XXXL in Black only)

Blue
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way
stretch, breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
PALM:
Super Fit™ engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
PADDING:
Optimized EVA padding

Siv

SIZING:

Retro style with modern fit and comfort

XS - XXL

At first glance, the Siv™is a throwback to a time when gloves were truly simple.
But under the hood is a thoroughly modern glove with a perforated nylon mesh
upper that’s cut to wrap the hand like a second skin, and a tailored Super Fit™
microfiber palm to enhance grip and control. It’s a timeless combination that
definitely improves a classic design.

Black

White Titanium / Stripe

Bright Red / Stripe

Frost / Charcoal
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way
stretch lycra
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™ microfiber palm
Microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
PADDING:
Optimized EVA padding

Jag

SIZING:

Not just a glove

The Jag™truly stands out in a world of entry-level performance cycling gloves.
Plush EVA padding complements Giro’s exceptional Super Fit™ergonomic design
and high-quality construction. It’s a great choice for riders who want a lightly
padded glove with understated style that offers fit and comfort that rival gloves
costing twice as much.

Black

White

Dazzle Black Reflective

Red 6 String

S - XXL
(XXL only available in select colors)

Blue 6 String
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way
stretch, breathable mesh
Poron® XRD™knuckle protection
Designed for increased durability
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Double-stitched seams
increase durability
Sonic-welded pull tab

Remedy X2

Touchscreen Technology

For the roughest conditions

PADDING:

The Remedy™X2 is made for the demands of aggressive trail riding and downhilling,
with full hand protection and optimal breathability. Several key technologies set
the Remedy X2 apart – Poron® XRD™armoring keeps the knuckles and heel of the
hand protected and the AX Suede™ synthetic leather keep these gloves flexible yet
durable. The Remedy X2 boasts exceptional bar feel thanks in part to the threepanel Super Fit™engineered palm, and the 4-way stretch mesh upper keeps your
hands cool, even with the added protection.

Poron® XRD™heel crash pad

Black

Vermillion / Black

Lime / Black

Walnut

SIZING:
S - XXL

Dark Red / Black / Grey
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UPPER:
Four-way stretch upper
Moisture-wicking, breathable mesh
Intelligently-placed
sonic-welded armor
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Cool Skin™finger and thumb panels
Sonic-welded pull tab
Silicone fingertip print

Xen

Touchscreen Technology™

The enlightened trail glove

PADDING:

The Xen™glove balances supple, lightweight feel with the durability needed
for all-day, all-mountain riding. The redesigned Xen features an updated wrist
closure with an extended cuff for a more secure feel. The thumb and brake finger
have Cool Skin™panels that offer more comfort and flexibility. The Super Fit™
engineered palm is made of hard-wearing Ax Suede™and tailored for incredible fit
and bar feel. A Poron® XRD™crash pad wraps from the heel around the lateral edge
of the hand for added cushioning in case of a fall, and Touchscreen Technology™
in the fingertips let you navigate digital devices seamlessly.

Black

Blue Jewel / Black

Dark Red / Black / Grey

Walnut

None
Poron® XRD™crash pads
SIZING:
S - XXL

Vermillion / Ultraviolet
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way
stretch, breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Slip-on design
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
Vented Cool Skin™microfiber
Embroidered pull tab
Touchscreen Technology™
SIZING:
S - XXL
(XXL only available in select colors)

Rivet II

Less can be more

The Rivet™II is the glove for riders that don’t want to wear gloves. This is the
latest version of our minimal full-finger glove for riders who want the ultimate
in ventilation, control and bar feel. The supple, micro-vented Cool Skin™Palm is
matched with a super breathable stretch mesh upper that offers an exceptional fit,
so that the glove practically disappears when you put it on, which is exactly what
you want when the miles are rolling up.

Black

Blue Jewel / Black

Vermillion / Black

Titanium
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UPPER:
New Zealand MAPP Merino wool
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Reflective highlights
Simple, slip-on design
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Touchscreen Technology™
SIZING:
S - XXL

D’wool

A glove for all adventures

The D’Wool™is built off the classic DND glove design, but the upper is made with
New Zealand MAPP Merino wool for luxurious comfort and style. This glove offers
a supple feel thanks to the Super Fit™engineered AX Suede™palm that eliminates
excess material and bunching. The clean and understated design language looks
appropriate on trails, gravel adventures and city streets alike.

Black

Titanium

Mil Spec Olive
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking, four-way
stretch breathable mesh
Highly absorbent terry
wiping surface
Simple, slip-on design
Reinforced fingertips
Flex zones at the knuckles
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
with three-panel palm
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Silicone fingertip print
Touchscreen Technology™

DND

PADDING:

The standard for down and dirty riding

The DND™(Down And Dirty) is all about the essentials – fit, durability and control.
It’s built to be affordable and long-wearing, with a supple feel thanks to the Super
Fit™engineered AX Suede™palm that eliminates excess material and bunching.
The upper breathes well, and offers 4-way stretch for maximum comfort day-in
and day-out. These features and simple construction make the DND the favorite
among dirt jumpers and trail riders alike.

Black

Black / Lime

Kryptek

Midnight / Blue Jewel / Black

2mm EVA crash pads
SIZING:
S - XXXL
(XXXL only available in Black)

Grey / Dark Red / Black
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way
stretch, breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Fingertip tear-off pockets
Low-profile Velcro® closure
Reflective highlights
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
Double-stitched seams
increase durability
Pittards® vented leather

Monica II Gel

PADDING:
3mm Technogel® padding

Refined performance tailored for women

The Monica™II Gel is the most full-featured glove in the Giro Women’s Series™
line, with refined performance, style and elegance. Designed for high-performance
and high-mileage riders, the 3-piece Super Fit™palm and breathable construction
is combined with Technogel® padding for exceptional comfort, ventilation, and fit.
A supple Pittards® leather in the palm ensures great grip and durability in almost
any condition, and it feels luxurious too.

Black

White

SIZING:
Women’s S - L

Bright Pink
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way
stretch, breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
Reflective highlights
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
Touchscreen Technology™

Strada
Massa Gel LF

Tame the road, protect your hands

PADDING:
2mm Technogel® /
4mm Rebound foam padding
SIZING:
Women’s S - L

The Strada Massa™Supergel LF is the long finger version of our classic Strada
Massa™Supergel. This glove was designed for exceptional cushioning thanks to
Dual Layer Technogel® with Rebound Foam padding. Our exceptional Super Fit™
ergonomic design and high-quality construction enhance the fit and feel,
while eliminating the bulky feel of other ultra plush gloves. And with the
durability of AX Suede™palms, you can keep going when the road ends.

Black

Bright Pink
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking, four-way
stretch, breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
PALM:
Super Fit™design for women
with three-panel palm
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
PADDING:
2mm Technogel® /
4mm Rebound Foam padding

Strada
Massa Gel

SIZING:
Women’s S - L

Padding to tame the roughest road

The Strada Massa™Supergel was designed for exceptional cushioning thanks to
Dual Layer Technogel® with Rebound Foam padding. Our exceptional Super Fit™
ergonomic design and high-quality construction enhance the fit and feel and
eliminate the bulky feel of other ultra plush gloves. And with the durability of
AX Suede™palms, you can keep going when the road ends.

Black

Titanium / Grey / White

Bright Pink

Mint / Midnight
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UPPER:
Clean, simplified design
Moisture-wicking four-way stretch,
breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Updated low-profile Velcro® closure
Unbound cuff edge
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
Touchscreen Technology™

Tessa Gel LF

NEW

Plush comfort with road or trail coverage

The Tessa™Gel LF is a gel-padded, comfortable women’s glove that delivers
Giro’s Super Fit™ergonomic design and high-quality construction at an affordable
price. The updated design is clean and simplified, while featuring more technical
construction and a larger Velcro® closure that’s easier to open and close. We also
redesigned the cuff to eliminate the binding material, making it more streamlined
against your wrist to improve comfort. It’s a great choice for riders who want a
light, versatile full-finger glove with the feel of traditional padding.

Black

PADDING:
Optimized gel padding
SIZING:
Women’s S - L

Black / Pink
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way stretch,
breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Updated low-profile Velcro® closure
Reflective finger pulls
Unbound cuff edge
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
PADDING:

Tessa Gel

NEW

Classic style with updated performance

The Tessa™Gel is a favorite among female cyclists, and with key design updates,
there’s reason to love it even more. This versatile glove features optimized gel
padding that delivers Giro’s exceptional Super Fit™ergonomic design and highquality construction at an affordable price. The updated design features reflective
finger pulls, more technical construction for improved comfort and a larger Velcro®
closure for easier use. We also redesigned the cuff to eliminate the binding
material, making it more streamlined against your wrist to improve comfort.
It’s the perfect choice for riders who prefer the feel of a more traditional padded
glove, with comfort and performance that rival gloves costing twice as much.

Black

Grey / White

Optimized gel padding
SIZING:
Women’s S - L

Black / Pink

Grey / Glacier / Mint
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way
stretch lycra
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™ microfiber palm
Microfiber palm
Sonic-welded pull tab
PADDING:
Optimized EVA padding

Jag’ette

SIZING:

Top value and performance

Women’s S - L

The Jag’ette™truly stands out in a world of women’s entry-level performance
cycling gloves. Plush EVA padding complements Giro’s exceptional Super Fit™
ergonomic design and high-quality construction. It’s a great choice for riders who
want a stylish, lightly padded glove that offers fit and comfort that rival gloves
costing twice as much.

Black Sharktooth

White / Titanium

Floral

Mint
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UPPER:
Four-way stretch upper
Moisture-wicking, breathable mesh
Intelligently-placed
sonic-welded armor
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Low-profile Velcro® closure
Cool Skin™finger and thumb panels
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Cool Skin™panels
Sonic-welded pull tab

Xena

Silicone fingertip print
Touchscreen Technology™

Comfortably light and
tailored for full control

PADDING:

The Xena™glove balances superb fit and a lightweight feel with the durability
needed for all-day, all-mountain riding. The Xena™features a wrist closure with
an extended cuff for a more secure feel. The thumb and brake fingers have Cool
Skin™panels that offer more comfort and flexibility. The Super Fit™engineered
palm is made of supple Clarino™and tailored to minimize excess material, so you
get maximum control and comfort. Touchscreen Technology™lets you sort out your
digital devices without removing your gloves.

Black

Mint

None
Poron® XRD™crash pads
SIZING:
Women’s S - L

Pink / Black / Tropical
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking four-way
stretch, breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Slip-on design
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
Vented Cool Skin™microfiber
Embroidered pull tab
Touchscreen Technology™
PADDING:
None

Riv’ette

SIZING:

Less is more

Women’s S - L

The Riv’ette™is the glove for women mountain bikers who want to keep their
hands covered but feel like they aren’t wearing gloves. This minimal full-finger
glove offers the ultimate in ventilation, control and bar feel. The supple,
micro-vented Cool Skin™Palm is matched with a super breathable stretch mesh
upper that offers an exceptional fit, so that the glove practically disappears when
you put it on, which is exactly what you want when the miles are rolling up.

Black

Berry

Midnight / Glacier
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking, four-way
stretch breathable mesh
Reinforced fingertips
Flex zones at the knuckles
Highly absorbent terry
wiping surface
Slip-on design
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Silicone fingertip print
Touchscreen Technology™

La DND

PADDING:

Superb fit and durability, with style to match

The La DND’s™simple, slip-on design acts like a durable second skin that provides
a layer of protection from abrasion and hazards while enhancing comfort and
control of the bike. The fit is tailored to eliminate bunching, and creates a feel
that is durable enough for trail riding, yet light enough to use on the road.
And Touchscreen Technology™lets you sort out your digital devices without
removing your gloves.

Black Dots

Dark Shadow / White Dots

Bright Pink / Pink Dots

Glacier / Tie Dye

None
2mm EVA crash pads
SIZING:
Women’s S - L

Black / Tropical Daze
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking, four-way
stretch breathable mesh
Highly absorbent terry
wiping surface
Simple, slip-on design
Reinforced fingertips
Flex zones at the knuckles
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
with three-panel palm
AX Suede™microfiber palm
Silicone fingertip print
Touchscreen Technology™

DND Jr II

PADDING:

A cool, full-featured glove for riders
kids ages 4-12

2mm EVA crash pads

The DND™Jr. II mimics the style and value of our popular DND™mountain bike
gloves, with features designed for the youngest riders. The wide mouth cuff is easy
to open for fitting, and the palm is made of durable AX Suede™that acts like a
second skin without compromising durability.

XS - L

Black

Black Multi

SIZING:

Blast

Blossom
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UPPER:
Moisture-wicking, four-way
stretch, breathable mesh
Highly absorbent microfiber
wiping surface
Wide opening with simple
Velcro® closure
PALM:
Super Fit™engineered
with three-panel design
AX Suede™microfiber palm
PADDING:
EVA heel pad

Bravo Jr

SIZING:
Youth XS - L

A padded, easy-to-wear glove
for kids ages 4 to 12

The Bravo™Jr. mimics the fit, comfort and value of our adult gloves, with features
designed for the youngest riders. The wide-opening uppers make it easy to put
these on or take them off, and a simple Velcro® closure secures them. A durable AX
Suede™palm offers just enough padding to reduce impact without compromising
grip. Great for virtually any kid, in virtually any terrain.

Mono Black

Blue Jewel

Blast

Blossom

Bright Pink
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OUTER SHELL:
Super Fit™engineered split-finger
design with zippered pocket for
hand-warmer
Waterproof / breathable insert
resists rain and snow
PrimaLoft® insulated upper offers
warmth without bulk
Clarino™palm with Thinsulate™
XT-S insulation
Touchscreen Technology™
for use with mobile devices
Reflective detailing
Zipper pocket for hand warmers
INNER LINER:
AGrid™anti-microbial
thermal fleece lining
Extended Merino wool cuff

100 Proof

For riding in freezing, wet, cold conditions

The waterproof, breathable outer shell has a zippered pocket for hand warmers,
and a combination of PrimaLoft® and Thinsulate™XT-S form an insulated core
for maximum warmth. The interior lining utilizes AGrid™technology silver
fibers to hold heat. The palm is a durable Clarino™synthetic and the index and
pointer fingertips use Touchscreen Technology™that allows you to use mobile
devices without removing the glove. Altogether, it’s a double dose of warmth and
weatherproofing that won’t weigh you down.

SIZING:
XS - XXL
TEMPERATURE RATING:
15˚to 25˚F / - 9˚ to - 4˚C

Black
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2018 Giro Cycling Gloves
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OUTER SHELL:
Super Fit™engineered
five-fingered design
Waterproof, breathable liner
PrimaLoft® insulated upper
offers warmth without bulk
Clarino™palm with Thinsulate™
XT-S insulation
Touchscreen Technology™
for use with mobile devices
Reflective detailing
INNER LINER:
AGrid™anti-microbial
thermal fleece lining
Extended Merino wool cuff
SIZING:
XS - XXL

Proof

TEMPERATURE RATING:
25˚to 35˚F / - 4˚ to 2˚C

For near-freezing rides and commutes

The wind resistant exterior shell features a waterproof, breathable liner and a
combination of PrimaLoft® and Thinsulate™XT-S insulation with anti-microbial
fiber to keep you warm and dry when it counts. The fleeced interior features
AGrid™technology, which utilizes a woven grid to hold heat. Reflective detailing
and Touchscreen Technology™help you to be seen, and stay in touch without
slowing you down. So when warmth is essential, this is your glove.

Black
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2018 Giro Cycling Gloves
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OUTER SHELL:
Super Fit™ engineered
with three-panel design
Waterproof, breathable membrane
PrimaLoft® insulated upper
offers warmth without bulk
Touchscreen Technology™
for use with mobile devices
Reflective detailing
PADDING:
Optimized gel padding
INNER LINER:
AGrid™anti-microbial
thermal fleece lining
SIZING:
XS - XXL

Pivot 2.0

NEW

Our most versatile winter glove

TEMPERATURE RATING:
35˚to 40˚F / 2˚to 4˚C

The Pivot™2.0 provides great insulation from cold, wet weather thanks to the
combination of a waterproof, breathable soft-shell upper with a breathable
membrane, and an AGrid™anti-microbial performance fleece core. It’s the go-to
glove for riders in tough climates, cyclocross racers and anyone else looking for
seasonal performance without compromise.

Black
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OUTER SHELL:
Super Fit™ engineered
with three-panel design
Soft shell nylon with enhanced
DWR treatment
Water resistant microfiber palm
Touchscreen Technology™
for use with mobile devices
Reflective detailing
PADDING:
Optimized gel padding
INNER LINER:
Super Fit™ engineered
three-panel design
Pittards® vented leather palm
Double-stitched seams
increase durability
Sonic-welded pull tab

Ambient 2.0

NEW

A popular choice for cold, windy weather

The Ambient™2.0 combines a water- and wind-resistant, breathable soft shell
upper with AGrid™thermal fleece lining and an AX Suede™palm for warmth,
water resistance and amazing dexterity. It’s light enough to wear for long rides,
and warm enough to fight off temperatures that hover above freezing.

Black

SIZING:
S - XXL
TEMPERATURE RATING:
40˚to 55˚F / 4˚ to 13˚C

Highlight Yellow / Black
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2018 Giro Cycling Gloves
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OUTER SHELL:
Super Fit™ engineered for women,
with three-panel design
Soft shell nylon with wind proof liner
and enhanced DWR treatment
Water-resistant microfiber palm
Touchscreen Technology™
for use with mobile devices
Reflective detailing
PADDING:
Optimized gel padding
INNER LINER:
AGrid™ anti-microbial
thermal fleece lining
SIZING:
Women’s S – L

Candela 2.0

NEW

A women’s winter glove for cold,
windy conditions

TEMPERATURE RATING:
40˚to 55˚F / 4˚to 13˚C

The Candela™2.0 combines a weather and chill-resistant soft shell upper with
AGrid™ anti-microbial fleece performance lining and an AX Suede™palm for
warmth, water-resistance and dexterity. Its light feel is great for long rides, yet it
packs enough warmth to fight off temperatures that hover above freezing.

Black
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2018 Giro Cycling Gloves

OUTER SHELL:
Super Fit™ engineered
with three-panel design
Soft shell with “flame laminated”
DWR treatment
Water resistant upper
3-panel microfiber palm
Touchscreen Technology™
for use with mobile devices
Reflective detailing
PADDING:
Optimized gel padding
INNER LINER:
AGrid™ anti-microbial
thermal fleece lining
SIZING:

Blaze 2.0

XS – XXL

NEW

Lightly insulated soft shell
glove for cool, damp weather

TEMPERATURE RATING:
45˚to 55˚F / 7˚to 13˚C

The Blaze™2.0 features a mid-weight, insulated soft shell upper with an
AGrid™ thermal fleeced interior that offers the warmth and dexterity needed for
riding, training and racing in cool conditions. Plus, it offers the convenience of
Touchscreen Technology™for easy interface with mobile devices.

Black

Highlight Yellow / Black
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OUTER SHELL:
Super Fit™ engineered for women,
with 3-panel design
Water resistant Polartec Windbloc
backhand and wiper
Fleece-backed Ax Suede Echo palm
Slip-on neoprene cuff
Reflective screenprint backhand
Touchscreen Technology™ for use
with mobile devices
PADDING:
Optimized gel padding
INNER LINER:
Microfleece lining
SIZING:
S-L

Inferna

NEW

Cool weather warmth for women

TEMPERATURE RATING:
40° to 50° F / 4° to 10° C

The Inferna™is a brand new women’s glove for cool weather riding. It features
a Polartec® Windbloc® backhand with a microfleece lining, which offers high
dexterity while maintaining warmth. The new Ax Suede™Echo palm absorbs
little moisture and is lined with fleece for warmth. Reflective screen print polka
dots across the entire backhand offer stylish visibility. As the temperatures get
cool, the Inferna will let you keep your riding season going in comfort.

Black
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OUTER SHELL:
1.5mm premium neoprene
Blind stitched and glued
waterproof seams
Reflective detailing
SIZING:
XS - XXL
TEMPERATURE RATING:
45˚to 55˚F / 7˚to 13˚C

Neo Blaze

Race-ready performance
and dexterity

The Neo Blaze is our premium glove for cold and wet weather when maximum
dexterity is needed. Premium neoprene holds warmth in the harshest conditions
without compromising dexterity or control. Blind stitched and glued seams keep
the weather out and heat in.

Black
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OUTER SHELL:
Premium New Zealand Merino wool
Rubber detailing on the palm
for enhanced grip
Touch Screen Technology™
INNER LINER:
Knit New Zealand Merino wool
SIZING:
S/M
L / XL
TEMPERATURE RATING:
40˚to 55˚F / 4˚to 13˚C

Merino
Knit Wool

A glove ready for cool days
on and off the bike

The Knit Merino Wool features a traditional New Zealand Merino blend knit for
style, with Touch Screen Technology™that makes it easy to stay connected when
you’re on the go. Rubber gripper dots cover the palm and fingers to enhance grip
in damp weather and also enhance durability.

Grey / Black

Grey / Wild Lime
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